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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper (and later ones) is to give a characteristic-free 
approach to the representation theory of the general linear and symmetric 
groups along letter place algebras (for short: LP-algebras). Introduced by 
D6sarm6nien, Kung and Rota in [5] to get a characteristic-free approach to 
invariant heory, these LP-algebras include in a sense the "classical" concepts 
(see 3.3) and utilize their advantages under pain of their unfavourable properties. 
It should be remarked that in a way this new approach duplicates two historical 
developments: Besides the first investigations by G. Frobenius and I. Schur 
(1900 and later), in a long series of papers Alfred Young developed the ordinary 
representation theory of the symmetric groups by making use of considerations, 
which he had applied first to invariant theoretical problems. Secondly we imitate 
some old and some new ideas to connect the representation theory of symmetric 
and general linear groups. R. M. Thrall [16] gave the first characteristic-free 
generalization of Schur's result concerning the well-known S~- and GL(m, R)- 
actions on the n-th tensor power Q~ Rm of an m-dimensional vector space over 
an (arbitrary) field R: 
1.1 THEOREM (Thrall). I f  R is afield, I R I ~ n, then the centralizer-algebra 
is spanned by the n-th Kronecker powers ~)~ A, A E GL(m, R). 
Recently great progress has been made by Carter and Lusztig [I]; they 
described this algebra CR using the Kostant Z-form of the universal enveloping 
algebra of the Lie algebra of all m × m matrices over Q. 
From the viewpoint of LP-algehras we copy this trick by proving (see 3.11) 
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that C R , R now an arbitrary commutative ring, is spanned by the (decoloured) 
letter set polarisation operators, which act on @~ R~ in a natural way. 
Let R be a commutative ring with 1 =/= 0. The polynomial ring 1 
R,~ ~ := R[(i Ij) l i a_m, j e n], (1.2) 
called the LP-algebra in m letters and n places, becomes an S~- and a GL(m, R)- 
algebra by imitating the actions of S~ and GL(m, R) on the tensor space @n Rm. 
By homogeneity conditions one gets the following direct decomposition of
@ @ Ro . (1.3) 
k~N 0 c~=(~ 1 . . . . .  c~)  t--k 
B=(t? 1 . . . . .  an) ~ k 
The spaces R~o , spanned by the monic monomials of content (o~, fi), are of 
representation theoretical interest for we prove in 3.7: 
R~ ~ HomR[sk](R[S~] @R[s~] R, R[S~] @Rts~] R); (1.4) 
hence LP-algebras are direct sums of intertwining spaces. 
Mackey's intertwining number theorem (see e.g. [4]) suggests to watch for a 
second R-basis of R~,  which is of representation theoretical relevance. Accord- 
ing to Young's rule (see e.g. [11]) such a basis should be closely connected with 
the standard bitableaux of content (~, fi). Under a different point of view such a 
basis was given in [5]: 
The set SBD(oz, fi) of standard bideterminants 
of content (~,/3) forms an R-basis of R~B. (1.5) 
The proof that SBD(c~, fi) spans R~o is done by applying astraightening formula 
[5] (see also 4.4), which is based on a considerably generalized Garnir relation 
[5, p. 69]. 
The linear independence of SBD(~, fi) follows from certain nice properties 
of the so-called Capelli operators C(S, T), (S, T) a bitableau. We shall split 
such a Capelli operator C(S, T) into a letter- and a place-part: 
C(S, T) = eL(S) o Ce(T ). (1.6) 
The Capelli letter operator CL(S) yields an R[S,d- and the Capelli place operator 
Ce(T) defines an R[GL(m, R)]-homomorphism of R~,, ~. All these Capelli 
operators will play a fundamental role in the sequel. 
Inspired by [6] and the construction of Weyl modules in [1] we study sym- 
metrized bideterminants and prove a straightening formula for them, which is 
a For  notat ions  see  sect ion  2.  
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in a sense dual to that above mentioned straightening formula for (ordinary) 
bideterminants. 
As a very first application we give a characteristic-free construction of the 
irreducible modules for the general inear 2 and symmetric groups in terms of 
symmetrized bideterminants. This construction seems to be more handy than 
the known descriptions of these modules (see. e.g. [2, 7, 8, 11]). As a corollary 
we get a full set of minimal left ideals in the group algebra R[S~], R a field. 
We shall show in the last section that the dimensions of the irreducible 
R[GL(m, R)]-modules, R a sufficiently large field of characteristic p, can be 
expressed as sums of p-ranks of certain integer-valued matrices. As a byproduct 
we describe the dimension of an irreducible R[S~]-module as the p-rank of a 
further matrix over ?7. This matrix is closely related to the Gram matrix of the 
bilinear form defined by James [9], e.g. their p-ranks coincide, but it seems that 
our matrix is easier to compute. Finally we give a (characteristic-free) lower 
bound for the dimensions of the irreducible R[GL(m, R)]-modules. 
(X)R; ((X))R 
f[XJ 
f[x 
f-~[Y] 
N0;N 
P~(N) 
~b-k ;  I~ l=k  
_ki ~ 
s~ 
A~--h 
2.  NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
I f  not otherwise specified, throughout this paper R denotes a commutative 
ring with 1 J- 0. 
Familiarity with Sections 2-4 in [5] is assumed. We begin by recalling, with 
some minor changes, some of the principal notations in [5], furthermore we add 
some of our notations: 
R-span of X; X is an R-basis of (X)R 
:=  {f(x) ] x ~ X} (X _C M, f :  M--+ N) 
restriction o f f :  M --+ N to X _C M 
:= {x c m If(x) c Y} (Y c N, f:  M--~ N) 
No :=  {0, 1, 2,...}; N :=  {1, 2, 3,..} 
_k :=  {1, 2,..., k); k : _  (1, _2 .... , _k} (k E ~) 
:={M~NI IMf=h } (k~ N; Na  set) 
= (% .... , ~)  ~ k (improper partition): 
~,~o^)~=k=:[~l  (kc~)  
i 
;=1 j= l  
A = (A, .... , An) ~-- k ((proper) partition): 
A ~k ^ Ax ~> -" >/At~ >0 
2 By  a modu le  for  GL(m, R) we shal l  a lways  mean a po lynomia l  GL(m, R) -modu le .  
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~r associated partition to A ~ k (e.g.: 
(3, 1)' = (2, 1, 1) =:  (2, 1~)) 
lexicographic order on (improper) partitions 
134  
T= 
1 
s(T) 
c(T) 
T.;T.  
H(T) 
V(T) 
~, <~ 
c g 
~,~< 
i i 
Y Y¢, 
i= l  j= l  
dominance order on (improper) partitions 
is a standard tableau, for the entries in each row in T 
are increasing from left to right, and the entries in each 
column are non-decreasing downwards. T is of shape 
= (3, 1) and of content 
= (2, 0, 1, 1, 0,..., 0). T is a (3, 1)-tableau. 
12"" A 2 * A a + 1 "-'A 1 + Ta := ; Ta :=  . ..... (A ~-- k) 
12111Ah k 
If T is a tableau of content (1 ~) then 
denotes the group of horizontal (=  row) and 
the group of vertical (=  column) permutations 
of S~ with respect o (~ w.r.t.) the tableau T. 
column-equivalence and column-lexicographic order 
( 12__32~> 132 ) on A-tableaux e.g.: 3 ~ 1 
row-equivalence and row-lexicographic order on 
( 12 ~,~ 21 132 ) 
A-tableaux e.g.: 3 r 3 >~ 
T 
Ta( <~ m), STa( <~ m) 
Ta(~), ST*(a) 
(S, T) 
s(S, T) 
c(S, r) 
set of (standard) A-tableaux with entries in _m 
set of (standard) A-tableaux of content 
denotes a bitableau 
:=  s(S) =- s(T) denotes the shape of (S, T) and 
:= (c(S), c(T)) its content. 
BTa(a, fl), SBTa(a, fl) set of (standard) bitableaux of shape h and of content 
(~, ~) 
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BT(% fl); SBT(~, /3) 
R~ ~ 
R ,~ =m 
3: R ~--~ R~ n 
{SI T} 
(sI T) 
R~ 
BD(% /3), SBD(o~, fl) 
DL~(A ', A): 
(L-SPO) 
Dp~(B ', B) 
(P-SPO) 
el(T, q) 
BT(o~, fi) := ~ Bra(o~, fl); 
SBT(~,/3):= U SBTa( °~,/3). 
aS-I~ [
: R[(i l j ) I  i E _m, j E .hi letter place algebra in m letters 
and n places; in a natural way we embed Rm ~ into 
:=R[ (A[B)  IA~mUm,  Benu n] ;we will regard 
the elements of m and n as coloured letters or places. 
The  R-l inear operator 
defined by 
I-[ (i I j )~-  I-I (k I l) °~ I-[ (r [ s )~ I~I (u I _v) a~° -~ 
I-[(i I j )  ~u 1-I (k ] l) b~ H (r I s) ~ I-I (u [ v) a-- is called the 
decolouring operator. 
:=  YXi~h 1-[j~a~(sij ] hj) (natural) monomial to a bitableau 
(S, T); S ~ 0,~), T = (t,,); {S I T} is defined to be of 
content c(S, T). 
:=  [L  det((s~j I t~k)) bideterminant to (S, T); a bideter- 
minant B is called standard, if there is an (S, T) 
SBT~(a, fi) such that B = (S]  T). 
:=  space, spanned by all monomials of content (~, fl) 
set of bideterminants to BT(~, fi), SBT(~, fi). The 
R-endomorph ism DL~(A ', A) of R~ '~ defined by 
I] (~, IBm) ~ Z H (A' IBm) 1-] (& IBm) 
Z=I MEPr({I[A~=A}) ~EM p~k\M 
is called a letter set polarisation operator 
(for short: L-SPO) r ~ N; A, A', A~ ~ _m u m, B~ c n_ ~A n. 
Analogously 
EndR(R~ ) denotes a place set polarisation 
operator (for short: P-SPO); 
DL o = Dp o :~ id_R_~ •
:=  r{ r I t~q = i}[, T = (t.~) E T*(a). 
signature of p ~ S~.  
Throughout  this paper ( S, T) c BTa(~, fi) means: 
We have fixed k ~ N, h = (h 1 .... , A~)~-k, a = (a I ..... ~m) ~k, /3  = (fit,-.., fi~) ~k  
and (S, T) is a A-bitableau of content (~,/3). 
Finally we point out some simple facts about SPO's: 
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2.1 LEMMA. Let r, s E N, let c, d ~ m t) m and let f, g ~ n to n. Then 
(1) ,g~+q~ , Lr~'+*t~w, d) = DL~(e, d) o DL~(c, d). 
(2)  ~+,~ n~+.  ¢ o  r , ~e w, g) = Der(f, g) Dps(f, g)" 
(3) The subalgebra ofEn4(R=~") generated by {DJ( j ,  i) I r e No; i, j e _m} w 
{De*(k, l) ] s E No ; k, I e n} is commutative. | 
3. LP-ALGEBRAS UNDER A REPRESENTATION THEORETICAL POINT OF VIEW 
The LP-a lgebra R~ ~ becomes an S~- and a GL(m, R)-algebra by putt ing 
[ I  (i, [J~) :=  1~ (i,. I ~(J,)) (~ E S~) (3.1) 
r q" 
and 
(a~k) I I  (ir [jr) := l~ (~ au,(l [Jr)) ((a~k) ~ GL(m, R)), (i, e _m, j~ ~ _n). a 
(3.2) 
Paying attention to the colours we let act these two groups on R~ ~ in a similar 
way (e.g.: a(i ] j ) :=  (i[ a( j ) )) .  The  S~-action commutes with the action of 
GL(m, R) on R~;  hence _R~ ~ can be viewed as an R[U] -module  for every 
subgroup U of GL(m, R) × S~ .4 
As ment ioned above various concepts are included in the concept of LP -  
algebras: 
3.3 THEOREM. (1) e~I ] iE~( i [  ~(i)) defines an R[S~]-monomorphism 
q~l: R[S~] ~ R,~; moreover Imp1 is even an R[S~ × S~]-submodule ~ of R~ ~ and 
the left-, right- and two-sided ideals of R[S~] are in 1 -- 1 correspondence with the 
{1} × S~-, S~. × {1}- and S~ × S,-submodules of Im~x , respectively. 
(2) R[X~ ,..., X~] becomes an &-algebra by GX~ :=  X~(~)(~e S~, i e n), 
and X~ ~ (1 [ i) (i e n) establishes a monomorphism ~2: R[X~ ,..., X~] --+ R,~ n 
of S~-algebras. In fact R [X  1 ,..., X~] can be identified with R~ ~. 
(3) I f  R m = ((e~ ,..., e~))R, then 
@n Rm = ((e l  :=  el(l) @' "  @ el(n) I f :  n 4 m)) R 
becomes an R[S,~]- and an R[GL(m, R)]-module by defining 
(i) eeI :=  e±.o-1 (~ c S~ ; f :  _n --~ _m) 
a Indeed, even GL(n, R) is acting on the places, but we make no use of it in this paper. 
4 Moreover in an obvious way the wreath product GL(m, R) ~ S~ acts on R~% = 
5 We embed S~ in GL(n, R) in the usual way. 
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((az~) e GL(m, R); f: n--+ _m), 
/ / 
and e, ~ II~_(f(i) I i) gives both an R[S~]- and an R[GL(m, R)J-monomorphism 
%: @~ R~ ~ Rm ~. 
Proof. Straightforward. | 
In the sequel we often identify the tensor space @~ R~ with its image Im~o a . 
Now we are going to clarify the representation theoretical significance of 
&o (~= (~ ,'-', ~)  ~k,  5 = (/~ ..... /3~) ~k  e N). 
3.4 L~M~A. Let G = ~i~e UgiV be the double coset decomposition of the 
finite group G w.r.t, the subgroups U and V. For every M C G let M : = ~M m 
R[G]. I f  for any subgroup H of G, R denotes the trivial R[H]-module, the RIG]- 
module R[G] @R[v]R can be viewed as the submoduIe of R[G] with R-basis 
G_U := {xU [ x c G}. We claim that 
H:= HomR[a](R[G] @R[v] R, R[G] @REg] R) 
is a free R-module with R-basis 
{qsvg, v =:  q}~ l ied},  ~(xU)  : -  xUg~V. 
Proof. An elementary calculation shows that q5 i E H. The linear indepen- 
dence of ~01 ,..., ~a follows from the fact that ~e(_U) is the indicator of the double 
coset Ug y .  
8o it remains to prove that H = (~1 ,..., ~Sd)R: For every q~ e H there is a 
unique map c#: G_U × G_V-+ R such that 
~(xg)= ~ c~(xV, yV)yV  (WU). 
yVeGV 
We shall show that 
v~ = ~ c~(g, gy)  cb~. (,) 
For g} e H we have (after a simple computation): 
¢~(xu, yv)  = ~(~_; ~ lyv) (Vx, y e c), 
especially we have for all x e U, y c G: 
c~(U, yV) = c%:u, yv )  = c~(u_, x lyV), 
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i.e. the function y ~-~ c*(U_, yV) 
cosets of G, hence 
(y E G) is constant on the (U, V)-double 
¢.(u) = Z c.(U_, g,_V) ~,(~), 
i eg  
which proves (,), for <G_U> is a cyclic R[G]-module. | 
The following lemma is obvious by definition of the content of a monomial. 
3.5 LEMMA. 
_ j~n J i R 
Finally we need 
3.6 COLEMAN'S  LEMMA.  
&~& ~ (e,;), c,; :=  I -~i c( /-~ ~'g[O3JB]], 
defines a bijection between the set of (S~, &)-double cosets of S~ and the set of 
nonnegative integral m × n-matrices with prescribed row sums % ,..., am and 
prescribed column sums ill,..., ft,. 
Proof. See[3]. | 
Combining 3.4-3.6 we get: 
3.7 THEOREM, 
i em jEn 
establishes an R-isomorphism 
T~: HomR[s~](R[Sk] @R[s~] R, R[S~] @R[sa] R) --* R~o. II 
Note that R~ is an R[S~]-submodule of R~ * iff/3 = (r ~) for some r ~ No ; 
of special interest is the case r = 1 : R~(I~ ) is R[S~]-isomorphic to R[S,~] @his jR  
and R(i~)(I~ ) can be viewed as the group algebra R[S~] (see 3.3 (1)). 
Now we will look out for R[S~]- and R[GL(m, R)]-homomorphisms of
R_m n and Rm n. 
As a first example we mention the decolouring operator 8: R J  * ~ R,~ ~, 
which is both an R[S~]- and an R[GL(m, R)]-epimorphism. 
3.8. DEFINITION. (1) Let ~L(m, n; R) be the subalgebra of EndR(R=m** ) 
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spanned by all L-SPO's. We call ~=z(m, n; R) the L-SPO-algebra (in m letters 
and n places). 
(2) By ~z(m, n; R) we denote the subalgebra of EndR(RJ ~) spanned by 
{3 o (P ]R:] (b e ~=L(m, n; R)}. We call this algebra the decoloured L-SPO- 
algebra. 
(3) [Obviously the tensor space ®"R,~'~-Im~% is a ~.(m, n; R)- 
module]. ~" (R)  := {~o [®-R,~ [q~ ~ *~L( m, n; R)} defines a subalgebra of 
EndR( ®" R~). 
Analogously we introduce ~=e(m, n; R) and ~e(m, n; R). 
3.9 DEFINITION. 
(1) We call 
Let (S, T) e BTa(~, fl). 
CL(S) := YI ~I D"~(s'q)(q_, i) 
q~l  i~m 
the Capelli letter operator w.r.t. S and 
(2) Ce(T) := M I-I D~'(r'q)(_q,J) 
qea 1 jen 
the Capelli place operator w.r.t.T. 
(3) C(S, T) := CL(S) o Cp(T) 
is called the Capelli operator w.r.t. (S, T) (see [5]). 
(Note that all involved SPO's commute mutually.) 
We summarize some simple facts about these operators: 
3.10 THEOREM. (1) ~=L(rn, ; R) is a subalgebra of EndR[sj(Rm~), especially 
all Capelli letter operators are R[S=]-homomorphisms. 
(2) ~L(m, n; R) ~< EndRts~](Rm~). 
(3) ~(R)  ~< ~4ts,l(®"R,,). 
(4) ~p(m, n; R) <~ EndR[aL(m,R)](R~n), " in particular all Capelli place 
operators yield R[GL(m, R)] -- homomorphisms. 
(5) &.(m, n; R) <~ End.t~(,.,R)](R..% 
The importance of the following improvement of 3.10(3) has already been 
mentioned in the introductory section. 
3.11. THEOREM. 
~m~(R) = EndRt& ] R~ . 
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Proof. Let _m -~ := {f if: n ~ _m}. 
For every f, g e m -~ we define Ef~ E EndR(@ ~ Rm) by 
E,~(eh) :=  8hge)- (Vh E _m-n). 
{E1g [f, g e rn -~} forms an R-basis of EndR(@~ R,O. By a simple computation 
we get for every A = ~.1.g~ algE, g: 
(i) A e EndR[s,l(@ nR,~) ~ Vo~s, ~/,.g~,_ a,, = @o,.~oo. 
Keeping this notation we have: 
(ii) A e End~[s,](@" R~) iff the function (f, g) ~-~ a¢~ (Vf, g ~ _m-') is 
constant on the S~-orbits w.r.t, the following S~-action on _m -~ × _m-': ~,(f ,  g) :=  
(foot-l, go~r-1), cr c S , .  
Let [f, g] denote the S,-orbit of (f, g) e _m -n × m -~, let E[1.g I :=  ~2(h,k)~[1,dEhT0 
and let ~ denote a transversal of the orbits; then 
(iii) EndR[s~l( @ ~ R~) = <<E[,.~I I (f, g) ~ ~>>R . 
So the next lemma will finish the proof. 
3.12 LEMMA. For all f, g ~ _m ~- the following is valid: 
DI fl[J]ng~[dl,, i,] e[,,d 8o l~ L ( j , ) ]  @R~, .  
Proof. Note that in analogy to Coleman's Lemma the equivalence class 
[f, g] is uniquely determined by the m x m-matrix (cij), cij :=  I f l [ j ]  c3 gl[i]l. 
Hence the right hand side in 3.12 depends only on [f, g], too. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that g e _m -~ is a non-decreasing 
function; hence there exists an improper partition ~ = (~1 ,--., ~,,~) of n such that 
f 1 
o~ 1 
%+ 1 
: 
: 
n J 
(Here we have identified @~ R,~ and Im ~v a.) 
9-z/~/Lo9 
q~oq soqs!lqmso (.~ ,f) a(/~'[I ~~]1 o ~ s V "u M (ug ..... ~g) = ~ ~o~i 
fo s~lnpoucqns-[(~i 'ru),'ID]~ t OZl~ ~:~v~ l s,couz¢~c[o ~1 .qlSCl~D °1t~ ll ~ 'fllVp~c[s,~ 
.m,:~v,~u:-(~ ')~9 ~: ~: ff.~ ~uD~.~':~m-(~r)~ ~. r ~,® fo :~ ~,4sq,~ D s~u~ l 
U~l~Z .u ~ I ~ J 'Pl~?f 1~ ~q ~ 1a7 ~O~HJ~ ~I[ 
:splo!d mo:tooql :tsr I oql (I'I oos) :tlnso~ s,llg~q, L q~,lm ~aqlo,qOL 
+ :-:~ + .-. + ~ 
( :~+'"+:~ 
I + :-~ + "'" + :~ 
([ + :-~ + ... + :~)./' 
(o~)(:,- 
'(~ ',~)~a~  (a~ '~) 
.%+...+:~ 
I + :-~ + "'" + :~ 
:(J~ -- [.~]:_X ~eq:~ ou) ~o~ o:a pueq :zq~o zq~ u 0 
• uo!:/oos ~xou oql oos 
S° ~,S 
'(21,s) ~ =:(~1[-~1) 
t 
~o~ 
.(,~) (:,- ~ o (~)Eo'~I~ 
~.rq:l. oAo~d o~, J,J~I o.I~ o~, sms!qd~omomoq-[U~q]~t ~ s.~ol~.Iodo q~.oq sv 
"EI'£ u! s:o~odo q~oq 
jo IOmO~l oq~ u! so!I ~ ~rq~ po~Iooq3 £[!seo s! 3.t '("S ~ ~A) ~' # ~ o a5 pug ~ 9 aSJI 
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an R[GL(m, R)]- and a ~L(m, n; R)-epimorphism ¢~: @~ R~ )) R~.~ : :  
@.=(~, ...... ~) ~ R~p, we get the following corollary to the last theorem: 
3.14 COROLLARY. Let R be a field, I R [ >~ n; fl = ([31 ,..., fi~) ~n. Then a 
subspaee U of R~, o is NL(m, n; R)-invariant iff it is GL(m, R)-invariant. 
The following two theorems on properties of the various Capelli operators are 
slight improvements of the corresponding theorem in [5], they can be checked by 
applying results on tableaux and the dominance order on (improper) partitions 
(see e.g. [12-15]). 
t A v /~ 3.15 THEOREM. Let A, tz~---keN, let(T, T )eBT  (a, fl), (V, V )~BT (~,fi). 
Then 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(V l  V') ~O ~ ~'½~A t~'~ ~ 
' D ix '  _ CL(T)(V I V') ~ O ~ I~ ~ ~ ^  t~ __ ~ A E> fi. 
> ~ ~ cL ( r ) (v l  V')  = O. 
Analogous results hold for Cv( T' ) and C( T, T'). 
3.I6 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
{Tal Ta} 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
THEOREM. Let (T, T'), ([7, V') E SBTZ(~, fi). Then 
3 o CL(T)(T ] T') = (T~ ] T'). 
3 o Cp(T')(TI T') ~ (T I T~). 
~o C(T, T')(T] T') = (T~ I T~); the coefficient of 
in ( T~ [ T~) equals +1, in particular (T,I T~) 50 .  
CL(T)(V I V') ~ 0 ~ T >~o V 
C~(T')(V ] V') =/= 0 ~ T' >~ V'. 
T <~ V v T' <~ V" ~ C(T, T ' ) (V r V ' ) -=0.  
the momomial 
4. A STRAIGHTENING ALGORITHM FOR SYMMETRIZED BIDETER1V[INANTS 
We now introduce the concept of symmetrized bideterminants. In order to 
keep the following considerations characteristic-free, w  have to define them in a 
way different from [6, p. 21I], which would limit certain results to the charac- 
teristic zero case. Furthermore we have to extend this definition to bidetermi- 
nants, which are symmetrized on both sides. 
4.1 DEFINITION. For (S, T) E BT~(a, fi) we call 
(1) ( l -g i lT ) :=  Y~ (S ' lT )  
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the L-symmetrized bideterminant to (S, T), 
(2) (S ] [~) := £ (S] T') 
T'~~T 
the P-symmetrized bideterminant to (S, T) and 
(3) y, y (s' lr ')  
S '~cS T'~oT 
the LP-symmetrized bideterminant to (S, T). 
Symmetrized bideterminants are images of bideterminants under certain 
operators which are compositions of suitable SPO's. 
4.2 DEFINITION. Let S = (sij) E Ta(a), T = (tii) e Ta(fl). We let ~-j denote 
¢v 
the element at the position (i, j) in Ta. 
, h *~i , 
(1) DL(S, T~) := H [ I  D~(s~j , 2~j) 
i= l  j= l  
. h ~ . 
(2) Dp(T, Ta) := H 1-[ D,l(t,~, ~iJ) 
i=l j=l 
(3) DL(S, Ta) := H 1-[ DC2(s'q)(i, q) 
q=l iem 
:= Dcdr,o) z (4) Dp(T, Ta) H H e (!, q). 
q=l  j~_n 
Note that our notations are consistent, for if A = (A1) the right hand sides in 
(1) and (3) are equal. 
4.3 LEMMA. For  (S,  T) ~ BTa(~, fi) the following is valid: 
(1) 3o DL(S, T~)(Ta [ T) = (S] T) 
(2) 8 o De(T, Ta)(S [ T~) = (S [ T) 
(3) 8o DL(S, T~)(T~ [ T) = ( [S]  [ T) 
(4) 3o Dp(T, T~)(S [ Ta) = (S] IT] )  
(5) 8o DL(S, Ta) o D~,(T, T~)(T, I T~) = (IS~ [ IT-I). 
The proofs are done by straightforward calculations. | 
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The following two straightening formulae will be of central importance in the 
representation theory of symmetric and general linear groups. 
4.4 THEOREM (straightening formula for bideterminants). Let (T, T') 
BTa(oz, fi). 
Then the bideterminant ( T I T') can be written as Z. 1R-linear combination of 
bideterminants ostandard bitableaux of the same content and of the same or longer 
shape. To be more precise: 
(1) (T[ T') e ((S] T')] S ~ STa(a) A S ~ T)z.1R -~ (U  SBD"(a, fi)) 
r \ .u>2 i  /Z ' IR  
(2) (T ] T') ~ ((S ] S') [ (S, S') ~ SBTa(a, fi) A S ~ T A S' ~ T')z.~R 
?" r 
Note. These are slightly improved versions of the corresponding theorem in 
[5]. Our claims follow immediately from the proof of the straightening formula 
in [5, pp .68-72]. 
4.5 THEOREM (straightening formula for symmetrized bideterminants). Let 
(T, T') ~ BTa(a, fi). Then 
(1) ([T-I [ T') e ((]S~ [ T')[ S e STa(~) A S ~ T)g.IR. 
c 
(2) (IT-[ [ T') e <([S~ [ S') [ (S, S') E SBTa(a, fl) 
^ S ~ T A S' ~ T ' )2z . iR  • 
g 
(3) (IZ_lJ I V_s )l (s, SBT ( , p) 
h S ~ T A S' ~ T ' )~. IR  . 
c 
Remarks. (i) Analogous results hold for P-symmetrized bideterminants. 
(ii) The actual straightening algorithm can be found in the proof of this 
theorem. 
(iii) The assertions in (2) and (3) result from (1), Lemma 4.3 and the 
straightening formula for (ordinary) bideterminants. 
The proof of (1) is done in two steps: 
Step 1. Reduction to the special ease (T, T') = (T, Ta), A1 = 2. 
Step 2. Proof of the straightening formula for this special case. 
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Step (1). By 4.3(2) we have (~  I T') = 8o De(T' , faX] T I I T~), hence 
we can restrict our attention to (T, T') = (T, Ta). 
Now fixing an improper partition }, = (},~ ,..., },t) of )~1, Z = (h 1 ,..., hh) ~---h, 
we split every h-tableau S with respect o 3' in the following way: 
S = 
,---~,.---~ ,~_J,__~ . . -  
By Sa ~ we denote the subgroup of Sa = H(Ta), whose elements leave the 
"},-boxes" of T a invariant. ~a~ denotes a left transversal of Sa * in S a . 
Keeping this notation we state: 
Proof. 
Then 
4.6 LEMMA. For every T ~ Ta(a) the following holds: 
=: (1~- I  ~ ~,~),  . . . ,  ( l~ .q  j :~,~). 
To (S, T) ~ ~r~(~, p) we put <l-~-I V}:= Z~'-0.<S'~ T} 
a~Sh iG• 
p~.~h ~' 
(The proof shows that the *-multiplication is well-defined and associative.) | 
In order to accomplish the first step we have to describe how reduction works. 
All claims are trivial if h = (l~), so let h 1 ~ 2. Furthermore we can assume 
that T is non-decreasing down the columns. I f  T is not standard, there is 
a violation of standardness in a row. Let v be the index of the first column 
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in which there is an i such that tg~ ) t~+t .  Split T with respect to 7 : 
(~1~ ~]2, ~18) :=  ("0 - -  l ,  2, 11 -- v --  1). Then by Lemma 4.6  
Let/z be the shape of T ",~, ~ : (~1 ,-.. ,  ~m) its content. As T ",2 is not standard, 
we can write--this will be proved in step (2): 
"/.2 (1~-'~] I T; '~) = Z zs([~] I T, ), z, e2~. 1R. 
SeSTU(g) 
S<nTV, ~ 
Hence by 4.6: 
SeSTU(~) 
S < cT~', 2 
where T(S) is the tableau composed of T ~.1, S and T ~,a. Since T(S) <c T, an 
induction argument completes the description of the reduction process. 
Step 2. We start by describing the effect of L-SPO's on one- and two- 
columned symmetrized bideterminants: 
4.7 LEMMA. (1) Let ot:-(c~ ..... a.~)~h; TeT~)(=) ;  i, je_m, iV=j; 
a e N. Then 
DL~(j, i ) ( [T ]  ] :~(lk)) :
a) ( lS~] l~( lk , )  if c~ i~>a 
if o~i < a. 
Here S e T(~)($), ~' = ('Yl ,-.., ~,~) ~k  and  
l o~ if l e w\{i, ]) 
~i - -a  i f  l= i  
a jq -a  if  l= j .  
(2) Let h x >~ k 2 and h : :  (hi, kz)'; T E Ta(a); i, j c m, i @ j; a e N. Then 
DLa( i  I = 
( a 1, a a) J= a a l  a2 
aq~ci(T,q) 
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Here [Ta~%]~ =:  [S], C Ta(r ) (r defined as in (1)) is the ~-%-equivalence class char- 
acterized by 
i cz(T, tz) if l ~ i , j  
c~(S, t~) = c,(T, lz) -- a. if l = i 
cj(T, tz) + % if I = j ,  
l~m,t~E2.  
Proof of (1). For  N C _n and i E _m we put  (i II N) := Yh~w(i I 1)- Then 
(Vfl J 
Hence 
DLa(j, i)CT_~ I ~'(1~,) = 
(1 ]1 N1) . . . . .  (m ![ N,~). 
(N 1 . . . . .  N.~) 
INz l=~ 
Niw... ~N,~=_k 
(DL~(j, i)(i ]l Ni)) " I~ (1 ]l N,) 
(N x .. . . .  N~) Zv~i 
( ) ~ (i ]] M~)(j ]] Mj) • ~I (l I] N~) 
(N  1 . . . . .  Nm) (Mi,M,) ~ i  
• .. JMjl=a 
Mi~Mj=N i
~ (i II M~)(j II Mj ~ N~) 1~ (l II N3 
(N 1 . . . . .  N m) (MI,M j) ~ i , j  
ll   +a) (?  if = a if ~i < a. 
The  assertion (2) follows f rom (1), 4.6 and the remark that for every P, Q E R,~ ~ 
the following is valid: 
DL~(j, i)(P. Q) = ~ (Dz*(j, i)(P)) . (D~-~(j, i)(0)). 
~=o 
Now we are able to finish the proof: 
Let 
a~ b~ 
a 2 b 2 
T= • " ; a i ,b~m,  r >is. 
bs 
a r 
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Without  loss of generality we can assume that a~ ~< '"  ~< a~ and bl ~< ' "  ~< b~. 
Let 9' = (Vl ,..., Y,~) he the content of (a 1 ,:.., at), $ = ($1 ,'--, 8,~) the content of 
(bl ,..., b~). 
H T is not standard, we let k :---- min{/I  at >/bt}. Then  the situation is as 
follows (note that a~_ 1 < bk_ 1 ~< b~ <~ a~, hence a~_ 1 < a~): 
aa < bl 
AI AI 
AI AI 
a~_i <bk- i  
A AI 
ak >~ b~ 
AI AI 
~k+l 
AI 
AI b, 
d r 
An application of the operator 6 
I ]  Di"(l', a,) - ~ D~Lt(l, ak) 
V>alo l<ak 
to the trivial identity 
~k a~ 
bH+l 
b~ 
g~ 
J 
T~ ~ 0 
6 Note that all involved L-SPO's commute mutually. 
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yields by Lemma 4.7 (the right hand sides of the bideterminants are suppressed): 
= 
F 
a 1 
l~ D~v( l', a~) a~-I 
I t>a~ ak  
a k 
a? 
a k * • D~*(I, ak) bk+l 
+ terms, where part of some D~(I, %) has to be applied to 
a 1 
. 
ak-  1 
a k 
a k 
m 
4.7  
a 1 
a r 
b 1 
b~ 
+ (terms cs[S], where S < T and Cs • Z • 1R). 
6 
By an induction argument we are done. | 
4.8 THEOREM• Let A1 ~ m. Then 
(1) {(~__]l ~ra) T•  ST a (4  m)} is linear independent• 
(2) {(Ta [ IT-I) T e ST  a (4  m)} is linear independent. 
The proof of (1) can be found in [1]. (2) follows by symmetry• | 
5. SPECHT AND WEYL MODULES 
We define various R[S,~]- and R[GL(m, R)]-submodules of Rr~: 
5.1 DEFINITION; Let h ~- n. We call 
(1) 5~a(R) := ((T# [ T)/T E Ta'(I"))R 
6o7/33[2-7 
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the Specht module of type 1 to A ~ n; 
(2) SPa(R) :_-- ((~ez, [ ___~)/TE Ta'(I"))R 
the Speeht module of type 2 to ;~ ~ n; 
(3) ~(R)  := (T l Ta,)/T e Ta'(~< m))R 
the Weyl module (in m letters) of type 1 to ;~ ~-- n; 
(4) ¢f',na(R) : :  ((VT-[ ] Ta' ) /Tc T a' (4  m))R 
the Weyl module (in m letters) of type 2 to A ~ n. 
Remarks. (i) (1) and (4) are the constructions of Specht and Weyl modules 
following Carter and Lusztig [1]. 
(ii) The map (i l J)~->Xj i establishes an epimorphism _~: R~ ~ ,> 
R[X 1 ,..., X~] of S~-algebras. The _~-image of Sa(R) is just the classical con- 
struction of the Specht module involving Vandermonde determinants. 
5.2 THEOREM. Let A = (h 1 ,..., ~1~) ~---n. 
(1) If hl <~ m, ~(R)  is a (non-zero) cyclic R(&]-,ubmodule of R~" gen- 
erated by any one bideterminant (Tz ] T), T c Ta'(1-). ~(R) = (((Tz I r ) /  
T e STZ(I~)))R .
(2) I f  )t; < m, YC~ma(R) =- ~(R) (Ta ,  Ira,) is a (non-zero) cyclic ~n(R) -  
submodule of @~ R,~ . I f  furthermore R is a field and 1 R ] >~ ,n, then YI/'~a(R) is a 
cyclic R[GL(m, R)]-submodule of @n R~ generated by (ra, I r#). 
~(R)  = ((~-] I T~)/TeSf~" (<~ m)))R. 
(3) SPa(R) = R[S,~](Ta, [ ) = (((T~, [ )/T ~ STa'(I~)))R. 
(4) ~a~(R) is both an R[GL(m, R)]- and a ~L(m, n; R)-submodule of 
R~ ~ with R-basis {(T [ Ta,)/T ~ STa'( ~ m)}. 
Proof. The claims result from Theorem 3.13, Lemma 4.3, Theorem 4.8 
and the straightening algorithms for ordinary and symmetrized bideterminants. 
I 
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There are natural homomorphisms connecting Specht or Weyl modules of 
different ypes: 
3o CL(T;)]~a(R)c HomR[sj(SZa(R), ~(R)) ,  (5.3) 
~o Ce(Tz) ]~r~(R) e HomR[eL(~.R)](#~.~(R), ~#r~-~(R)). (5.4) 
We shall show that these natural homomorphisms are isomorphisms in the 
characteristic o case. 
5.5 DEFINITION. Let U be an R[S~]- (R[GL(m, R)]-) module. A chain 
U = U o > Us > " '  > Ur = 0 of R[S~] -- (R[GL(m, R)]-) submodules of U 
is called a Specht series (Weyl series) if the factors Ui-1/Ui , i E r, are isomorphic 
to Specht modules of type 1 (Weyl modules of type 1). 
In a later paper we shall give a method which produces in a very homogeneous 
manner Specht and Weyl series of certain modules. The following characteristic- 
free version of Young's Rule (compare with [10]) indicates a part of this method: 
5.6 THEOREM (Young's Rule). Let ~ -~ (~1 ,..., ~,~) ~ n. 
(1) The chain 5.7 is a Specht series of R~(~,) and the Specht module 5~a(R ) 
occurs with multiplicity ] STa'(c0I . 
(2) R[S,] possesses a Specht series and each S~(R), A ~---n, occurs with 
multiplicityf a :=  (5¢~(R): R). 
Proof. As R[S~] ~ R(a,)(v~ ) , it is sufficient o give a check of( l ) :  
Recall that R~(I~ ) = ((SBD(~, (I~))))R. Ordering the elements of ST(o~) by 
Is(T) < 48) 
T ~ S :-~ Is(T) = s(S) 
we can define for every T c ST(a): 
or  
and T~S,  
c 
U(T) :=  (((S ] S')[(S, S') • SBT(a,  (l'O) h T ~ S}}R. 
The straightening formula for (ordinary) bideterminants implies that U(T) is an 
R[S,]-submodule of R~(1,). Now let ST(a) ~-{711 ..... T,}, 711 < "" < T~. 
Then by 3.15 and 3.16 
R,1 ,  , = U(T~) > U(T~) > ... > U(T,) > 0 =:  U(T~+I) (5.7)  
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has the following properties: 
(i) 3o CL(T,)[U(TI)] = 6~(r0,(R), Vi ~_r; 
(ii) Ker(3 o CL(T~) I v(r,)) = U(Ti+a), Vi e_r. 
Hence 5.7 is a Specht series for R~(1, ) with the stated multiplicities. II 
If R is a field, char R q n!, then R[S~] is semisimple and we get by 5.6(2): 
R[S~] _~ @ faSPa(R). (5.8) 
h I -n 
This gives immediately: 
5.9 COaOLLARY. (1) i f  R is a field, char R q n[, then {Saa(R) I h ~-- n} is a full 
set of mutually inequivalent absolutely irreducible R[ S~]-modules. 
(2) Q and hence every field is a splitting field for S~ . 
For the proof of the irreducibility of the Weyl modules ¢F,~a(R) and ¢¢ra~(R ) 
in the ordinary case we need the following 
5.10 LEMMA 
End~ ~(R)(~(R)) = R ' idcr ~(~). 
Proof. Every ¢ • End~ .(R)($F'~(?)) is by 5.2(2) completely determined by 
¢(Ta' [ :~a') = ~,TeSra'(<~n) ar(~-~l ] Ta')- Since 3o CL(Ta,)I~R ~ ~ ~n(R)  fixes 
(Ta' [ Ta') and because of CL(Ta,)( l T l [ Ta') = 0, VT 4= Ta,, ¢ = aTa, "idcr, a(R). 
I 
5.11 THEOREM. Let R be afield, char R ~ n!; let h = (~1 ..... Ah) ~-- n, ~'1 <~ m. 
(1) ~~a(R) is an irreducible R[GL(m, R)]-module. 
(2) ~¢r~a(R) and ~a~(R) are isomorphic R[GL(m, R)]-modules. 
(3) Let iz = (izl ,..., t~t) ~-- k, tzl ~ m, char R ~ k!. Then ¢¢r,~a(R) and 
¢¢f,~"(R) are R[GL(m, R)]-isomorphic iff A : iz. 
Proof. By semisimplicity of R[S~], 
EndR[sj(@ n R,~) : (@" A [ A e GL(m, R))R 
is semisimple, too. Hence $¢/'~a(R) is completely reducible as R[GL(m, R)]- 
module. By 5.10 and 3.11 the proof of (1) is done. 
As 3 o Ce(Ta,)(Ta, i Ta') = (Ta" I Ta') 4 = 0 and terra(R) is an irreducible 
R[GL(m, R)]-module, 3 o Ce(Ta') embeds ¢//'~a(R) into ¢Wa~(R). Comparing 
dimensions one gets (2). 
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Let q~: ~/'~a(R)---~ ¢W.~"(R) be an R[GL(m, R)]-isomorphism. Proof of (3). 
Again ~5 is determined by its (non-zero) (T a, ] Ta,)-image: 
• I ÷;)  = 2 [ T ; )  (,) 
0:=(% ..... %n )~k TeST"" (~) 
Applying diagonal matrices diag(x I ,..., x~) ~ GL(m, R) to (*) we get 
v(~ ........ )~  v~,~. , ,~)(~ . . . . .  ~;o - ~ . . . . .  ,~)  a~ = 0. 
Fix i ~ _m. 
Putting xj ---- 1 for allj v a i the last equality gives for non-zero aT: 
~x~R x)'i ~ x°Q" 
Now IR] ~max{h~,a~}, hence h~=a~. Since ~: / :0 ,  ST"'(A)¢ ~. This 
gives/~  A, and by symmetry A [:>/z. Hence A ~/~. | 
The following result is well-known: 
5.12 THEOREM. Let R be an algebraically closed field, char R = 0. Then 
{~a(R) [ ~n~o A = (~1 ,---, ~h) II"- n A ~1' ~- m} 
is a full set of mutually inequivalent irreducible (polynomial) R[GL(m, R)]-modules. 
6. A CHARACTERISTIC-FREE CONSTRUCTION OF THE IRREDUCIBLE MODULES 
FOR GENERAL LINEAR AND SYMMETRIC GRoups 
In the modular case the natural homomorphisms of 5.3 and 5.4 are not 
necessarily isomorphisms, e.g. if R = GF(2) the non-zero element (~[ ~-[) 
lies in the kernel of CL(T(I~)). 
6.1 DEFINITION. Let  ~ = (hi ,--. , hh) ~ n, ~1 ~ m. 
(1) ~(R)  :--  a o CL(T;)[~(R)]  = ((T~, I ~] )  l T ~ ST~'(I.))R. 
(2) JZ~(R)  :---- 8o C~(~; )W~(R) ]  = ( ( [Y ]  r T ; )  T e STY' (~< m)>R. 
Obviously ~(R)  = R[S,](T a, ] [ Ta' [) and by 4.3(3) ~/%(R) = ~r(m, n; R) 
(T; IT;).  
It will turn out that under suitable restrictions on 2 and R ~a(R) and ~'a~(R) 
are irreducible R[Sn]- or R[GL(m, R)]-modules. 
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6.2 DEFINITION. Let p be a prime, h = (h 1 .... , Ai~) ~-- n. 
(1) A is called p-singular iff hi+ 1 ~- --- = A~+~ for some i ~ h - -  p. Other- 
wise we call h p-regular. 
(2) A conjugacy class K of S~ is called p-regular iff p does not divide the 
order of the elements of K. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
modules. 
Proof. 
6.3 THEOaEM. Let p be a prime. The following numbers are equal: 
the number of p-regular partitions of n; 
the number of p-regular conjugacy classes of S,  ; 
the number of equivalence classes of absolutely irreducible GF(p)[S~]- 
See 5.9(2); [11, p. 36; 4, p. 596]. | 
The characteristic zero case can be subsumed by putting p = 0, GF(O) :=  Q 
and defining any partition and any conjugacy class to be 0-regular. 
6.4 LEMMA. I f  R is a field of characteristic p and if A -= (A t .... , hh) b-- n, then 
~a,(R) = 0 ~ A is p-singular. 
Proof. , ,~" Ga :=  {a ~ S~ h Vi~nA~(~) h~} acts on the set of A-tableaux by 
permuting the rows (as a whole): 
tao)l "'" ta(1)31 
, T :=  (~ ~ G~ ; T = (t~j) e T~(~)). 
t~(n) 1 -.- t~(n)~ 
Note that ] Ga I " 1~ ~- 0 iff h is p-singular. 
Now (T~ ] T) = (T~ I a * T) for every a e Ga and every h-tableau T. 
AS Ga acts regularly on T~(ln), each class [T]c of h-tableaux column-equivalent 
to T, T ~ ST~(I'~), splits into G~-orbits of equal length I G~ I- Let ~a(T) be a 
transversal of the Gz-orbits in [T]~. Then 
(T~ [ ~_] )  = i GA [ ~ (Ta I T') ~- O, since A is p-singular. 
T'e,.~A(T) 
,,=~" Suppose that the partition h has zj parts equal to j. To a given h-tableau 
T ~ (t~-~) define 
t1~lt1,~l_ 1 " "  t l l  
r ~- :~  t2;~ "" t21 
th~  "" thl. 
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By an argument similar to that in the proof of Lemma 10.4 in [11] we get: 
The coefficient of the monomial {Tz I T a} in (T a I ) equals -1- r l "  tz I~J 1 l J= l \  d ' ]  " 
p-regular, (T a [ ~ J )  :/= 0. | So if h is 
From the proof we get he following two corollaries: 
6.5 COROLLARY. If h' is p-regular, R a fieM of characteristic p, then 
(T a, I ]T-~) =/= O for every T ~ T~'(P'). 
6.6 COROLLARY. If R is a fieM of characteristic 0 the Capelli operator 
~o CL(Ta, ) establishes an isomorphism of the R[S~]-modules 5°a(R) and SPa(R); 
especially ~ a ( R ) = Sly(R). 
Now we state the main theorem of this section: 
6.7 THEOREM (Characteristic-free construction of irreducible modules for 
general inear and symmetric groups). Let R be a field, char R = p ~ 0. 
(1) I f  h'b--n is p-regular, then ~(R)  is the unique minimal (non-zero) 
n[ sn]-submodule of SP~( R). 
(2 )  I f  )~ = (•1 ,'" ", )th) ~-- n, )t I ~ m, then Jda~(R) is the unique minimal 
(non-zero) ~L(m, n; R)-submodule of~a*~(R). 
(3) I f  ~ = (11 ,..., h~) ~-- n <~ ] R [, h'~ ~ m, then Jga~(R) is the unique 
minimal (non-zero) R[GL(m, R)]-submodule of Y~(R) .  
(4) {~(R)  I h' ~ n p-regular} is a full set of inequivalent absolutely irredu- 
cible R[ S~]-modules. 
(5) {d/d~(R) ] h = (hi,..., ~h) ~-- l h ] < ] R I ^ hl ~ m} is a set of mutually 
inequivalent irreducible R[ GL(m, R)]-modules. 
Remarks. (i) Assertion (1) duals the following result of G. D. James [11]: 
If  h is p-regular 5ra(R ) has a unique maximal R[S~]-submodule namely the 
radical S~a(R) ± w.r.t, a natural S~-invariant bilinear form on Ra(1, ) . 
(ii) Assertion (4) duals the well-known result that ~f'~a(R) has a unique 
maximal GL(m, R)-submodule, which arises as the radical of a certain bilinear 
form. In our language this unique maximal submodule of g/'~a(R) is just the 
restriction of the kernel of Cp(T#) to ~g/-~a(R). 
Proof of 6.7. ad (1): If h' = (n) the assertion is trivial. So we can assume that 
h' -% (n). Let U be a non-zero R[Sn]-suhmodule of 
5f~(R)=(f(Ta,[T)[T~STa'(I~)))R andlet 05AX= ~ ar (T#[T)eU.  
TeST~" (1 n) 
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With respect o the column-lexicographic order let S be the smallest element in 
{T e STa'(1 ") ] a r ¢ 0}. We claim that 
(i) 7(s )x  = a (T; t I s--I). 
(Recall that M: = Y~M m.) 
By definition V(S)(Ta, I S) = (T  z I I-s-I), so we are left to prove 
(ii) VT~ST~,(~, ) T > S ~ V(S) (T ;  [ T) = O. 
c 
Let j be the first column where T = (t~.q) differs from S = (s,~q). Put i :=  
min{k ] tk~ :/: ski ). By T >~ S we have ti~ > sij. Note that i > 1. As T is 
standard, the element sij occurs at some position (i', j ' )  in T where i' < i and 
j '>j. Now 
V(S) = ( ~ ~) ((1)+ (t~,/i,;)) 
~eV(S) 
~l(~tj[i>/1} IS even 
annihilates (Ta" I T). This proves (ii) and (i). With regard to a s =/= 0 and the 
S~-invariance of U we get 0 =/: ~a(R) = R[S~J(T; I F-S-I) ~ U. 
ad (2). Let V be a non-zero  ~L(m, n; R)-submodule of 
~(n)  = (((T I TZ) ] T • STZ(  ~ m)))R 
and let 
0 ~ X : ~ ar (T I  Tz) • V. 
TeSTA'(~m) 
In analogy to the proof of (1) let (w.r.t. the column-lexicographic order) S be 
the smallest element in the support of X. By 3.16 and the ~L(m, n; R)-invariance 
of V 
80 CL(S)X = as(T;  I TZ) e V. 
Our claim follows. 
ad (3). Apply Theorem 3.13 to (2). 
ad (4). ~ M'4 :=  ~,~M eoa denotes the alternating sum to M C S n . 
In the proof of (4) we need the following two combinatorial lernmata (compare 
with [14]): 
6.8 LEMMA. Let T ~ T~(ln), T' ~.~ T. Then 
V(T*-) " H(T ' )  A :~ 0 ~ T'  e (V (T )n  V(T")) • T. 
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Proof. ,,~=" Let T'  = aT  for some a ~ V(T)  n V(T~).  Then 
V(T~-) • H((~T) A = (V(T~-) . (~) H(T)  A . 0 .-1 
= V(T~) .  H(T )  A 0 "-1 
= 4-V(T~-) . H(T~-)'cr -~ # O. 
,,=~" Observe that after having partitioned T into boxes of rows of equal length, 
T = 
I 1 
I I 
I I 
L I 
l f 
I I 
! tiJ [ 
r 7 
I 
1 
I 
F-  - -7~'  
I L 
I I 
I 
L____ l  
the elements in the first column of T ~ are just the elements within the fol- 
lowing black boxes in T: 
T = 
___  . . t i J  
I 
I 
I 
__]I 
/ 
4 
I 
j l  
Now V(T  ~-) - H(T ' )  A ~ 0 implies that V(T  ~-) n H(T ' )  = {1}. Hence the 
elements of the first column in T ~- occur in T' in different rows, i.e. passing from 
T to T'  the elements in the black boxes cannot leave them. The corresponding 
"black-box-part" of the permutation or, T '=  aT, belongs to V(T)nV(T  ~-) 
compare with [14], p. 15. An induction argument will do the rest. i 
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6.9 LEMMA. 
> /x ~ ~/sera(l'q VTET.(I~) V(T)"  H(S)  A = O. 
Pro@ This follows immediately from [14, p. 12, corollary 1.3]. | 
Now we can finish the proof of 6.7 (4): 
Let ~t' and /~' be two different p-regular partitions of n, and assume that 
~a(R) and ~,(R) are isomorphic R[S~]-modules. Without loss of generality 
we can assume that )t' </z' .  
Let ~: ~a(R) --+ ~,(R) be an R[S~]-isomorphism. ~ is completely determined 
by 
~((T~, i I~l) )  = E as(To, I I~l) ,  
SeSTU' (1 ~) 
T e T~'(1 ~) fixed. From Lemma 6.8, the p-regularity of A', and the remark 
that for every T' e (V(T) n V(T~-)) • T, T ~- and T"- are column-equivalent, one 
gets easily 
V(T~-)(Ta" I ~_-~) = ± I V(T) c~ V(T~-)[ (Tz  ] ~=[)  
= ± II (~;)~(Tr {}~l) # o, 
J 
where A' is said to have zj parts equal toj. This gives the following contradiction: 
= V(T+) * ( r ;  l i T ] )  ~ 0. 
ad (5). The proof follows by an argument similar to that in 5.l I(3). i 
By 3.3(1) and the straightening formula for symmetrized bideterminants 
~(R)  := (( T~2]~' I V~) I  T~ ST~'(I'~))R, h ~-- n, (6.10) 
can be viewed as a left ideal in the group algebra R[S~]. 
From 6.7(4) we get the following 
6.11 COROLLARY. Let R be a field, char R ---- p >/O. Then (~(R)  ] h' ~-- n 
p-regular} is a full set of mutually inequivalent minimal eft ideals in the group 
algebra R[ S~]. 
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Proof. Let A' be a p-regular partition of n. By 4.3(3) the operator 3 o 
DL(Ta, , T~,) establishes an R[S~]-epimorphism from S~a(R ) onto 5~a(R):= 
i 
<( 5~a, ] T) ] T ~ STa'(1 ~) >R - It suffices to prove that this epimorphism is 
mono: If not, there were a nontrivial inear combination of 0, say 
X = ~ at( T [~ [ T) = O. 
TESTA'(1 ~) 
Let S (w.r.t. the column lexicographic order) be the smallest element of 
{T ~ STa'(1 ~) [ar :/= 0}. Then by 3.16 
0 = 3 o Ce(S) (X)  = as (~]  I Ta'). 
By 6.5 a s = 0, a contradiction. I 
t To ~ = (al,..., a~) ~ n and A = (A~ .... , Ah) k-- n, A~ ~< m put 
Then 
~/a~(R) : :  ((I T~] I Ta') I T E STa'(a)>R. (6.12) 
Jgam(R) = (~ Mt'a~(R). (6.13) 
Now express every (I T I ITa ' ) '  TE  STa'(a), as a 77-linear combination of 
standard bideterminants: 
We define 
and get the following 
S~STA" (~) 
n~" := (asv) (6.14) 
6.15 THEOREM. If R is a field, char R = p ~ O, then 
dim J / /~(R) = ~ p-rank(A~). 
As -~'~a")(R) is R[S~]-isomorphic to ~a(R), we have the following 
6.16 COROLLARY, 
dim ~a(R) = p-rank(A~l"'). 
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Instead of determining Aa ~ it is more profitable to compute the matrix Ba ~, 
which is defined to have at its (S, T)-position the coefficient of the monomial 
{T a, ] Ta,} in 30 Cp(S) (Ta, 1 I-T-I). Note that Aa ~ and Ba ~ are related by a 
triangular matrix with l's on the main diagonal; hence 
p-rank(Aa ~) = p-rank(Ban). (6.17) 
The close connection between B~ 1") and the Gram matrix of the bilinear form 
introduced by James [9] has already been mentioned in the introduction. We 
shall come back to this remark in a later paper. 
Finally we get the following characteristic-free lower bound for the dimension 
of~p,(R): 
6.18 THEOREM. If R is a field; ~ = (h a ,..., ~)  e-  n, ~1 ~ m, then 
dim Jf~(R) >/ (;t:)" (;~;t:) "'"" (~;1). 
Proof. Applying the permutation matrices in GL(m, R) to (T a I Ta) • J/d~,(R) 
one gets easily that the linear independet set 
f i T  I T~) I T : (ti3 c ST~ (4 m) h Vi<h{ti+L1 "-  ti+l,a,+l } C {t n ,..., t/a,} } 
is a subset ofJ~7?(R). | 
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